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IN THE COURT OF APPEA OF THE STATE mtd.AIEdR.
SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVSION 7
CALIFORNIA VETERINARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Plaintiff and Respondent,
vs.

CITI OF WEST HOLLYWOOD

Defendant and Appellant.
Appeal From the Judgment of the Superior Cour of California,

County of Los Angeles, Case No. SCo84799
The Honorable James A. Bascue , presiding
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Telephone: (213) 229- 7121
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Attorneys for Amici Curiae

ANIMA LEGAL DEFENSE FUND
THE ASSOCIATION OF VETERINARS FOR ANIMA RIGHTS
AND THE PAW PROJECT

TO THE HON. DENNIS M. PERLUSS, PRESIDING JUSTICE:
Pursuant to Rule 13( c) of the California Rules of Court , Animal

Legal Defense Fund , The Association of Veterinarans for Animal Rights
and the Paw Project (collectively " amici") respectfully request leave to fie

the attached brief in support of the appellant in the above-captioned matter.

INTERESTS OF AMICI CURAE
Animal Legal Defense Fund ("ALDF") is a national non-profit

organization involved in every aspect of animal law. Its mission is to
protect the lives and advance the interests of animals through the legal
system " and it has nearly thirty years of experience litigating cases and

analyzing legal issues concerning animals. ALDF' s groundbreaking efforts
to use the U. S. legal system to end the suffering of abused animals are
supported by hundreds of dedicated attorneys and more than 100 000

members.

ALDF pursues its mission by, among other things , filing lawsuits to
stop animal abuse , providing ftee legal assistance to prosecutors handling
cruelty cases , and working to strengthen state anti-cruelty statutes. ALDF

also publishes a 2 000-plus page compendium of animal protection laws in

the United States. ALDF has been intimately involved with the
development of legal scholarship and legal education in all areas of animal
protection , and it supports legal journals and other legal publications in the
area of animal law . In the civil justice system , ALDF has been

instrmental in the analysis and evaluation of animal protection laws , and it
has litigated some of the nation s biggest animal cruelty cases. Courts are
regularly interested in obtaining the perspective gained ftom ALDF'
almost three decades of experience in important questions of animal law.

A V AR is a nonprofit animal protection organization based in Davis

California. It is supported by approximately
approximately 10 500 contrbutors. A V

3

000 veterinary members and

AR was founded in 1981 by

veterinarians who were concerned that the animals they were trained to care

for, treat , and heal in veterinary school were routinely being subjected to
cruel treatment, sometimes for the most trvial of reasons. They recognized
that the veterinary profession , under the banner of " adequate or standard
veterinary care

" often supported practices that were completely contrary to

the well-being of animals. They also recognized that most existing
veterinarians ' organizations , including the respondent in this case , the

California Veterinary Medical Association (" CVMA" ), promoted the
business interests of veterinarians or other human interests , and they
wanted to form an organization that would instead allow concerned

veterinarians to advocate for and promote the interests of animals.
A V AR

advocates that , just as physicians protect the interests and

needs of their patients , so too should veteriarians protect the interests and
needs of animals. A V AR seeks to educate the public and the veterinary

profession about a variety of issues concerning animals and to secure
higher ideals of humanity toward all animals. A V AR publishes and
distrbutes a variety of educational

materials and regularly participates in

legislative efforts to pass laws that protect animals. A V AR' s veterinary

members also regularly assist with cruelty cases and testify at legislative
hearings on behalf of animals.

The Paw Project is a nonprofit corporation based in Santa Monica
that was incorporated in 2004, and has roughly 2 500 members and

supporters. It exists to promote animal welfare and increase public
awareness about the crippling effects of declawing, to repair the paws of

animals that have been declawed , and to advocate for an end to the practice

of declawing animals merely for human convenience. The Paw Project has
a special interest in this case , as it initiated efforts that led to enactment of
the Ordinance.

Amici believe that local animal cruelty measures such as the

Ordinance are critical. Indeed , by passing the ordinance at issue on this
appeal , the Citizens of West Hollywood joined a growing community

around the world that recognizes declawing for non- therapeutic purposes as

cruel. For example , the European Convention for the Protection of Pet
Animals (hereafter " Convention ), which was first enacted in 1987 , has
banned de clawing and other non- therapeutic procedures. The Convention

specifically prohibits " surgical operations for the purpose of modifying the
appearance of a pet animal or any other non-curative purposes.. . and , in

partcular:... (d) declawingand defanging. "

II.

(Convention ,

Ar.

10

(d)).

NEED FOR FURTHER BRIEFING
Amici are familiar with the issues before the Court and the scope of

their presentation , and they believe that furter

briefing

is necessary to

provide a more detailed discussion of certain arguments that neither part
currently addresses. As organizations that are devoted to animal law and

protections for animals , amici are in a unique position to provide context
for the dispute , which concerns , at a high level , whether a municipality may

determine standards of behavior consistent with the values of the local

community, or whether citizens are compelled to endure the commission of

acts that they have determined to be cruel. Indeed, amici submit that the

ability of municipalities to self-regulate is one essential way in which

society may reflect its evolving atttudes towards animals.!

Amci wil clarify the scope and purpose of both Business and
Professions Code section 460 (" section 460" ) and the Veterinary Medical
Practice Act (" VMP A" ), the constrction of which raises significant policy
considerations that have not been briefed by the paries. Specifically,

amici

will demonstrate that the Superior Court' s reading of section 460 is

unsupported by the language , strcture , scope , or purpose of that section.
Amici will also explain the profoundly disturbing results that would follow
if this Court were to adopt the Superior Court' s overly-broad interpretation

of section 460 , which has been read to trmp a local ordinance that affects

the practice of certain state- licensed professionals , including veterinarians.
By that logic , there is not much room (if any) left for municipal legislation
on any topics that affect state- licensed professionals in some degree. Amici
wil therefore

demonstrate that such an interpretation is antithetical to the

result intended by the Legislature when it enacted section 460.

Amci wil also demonstrate the error of carelessly fusing two
unrelated statutes together, which is a fundamental assumption of the

CVM' s argument, and which the Superior Court appears to have
accepted. 2

Indeed,

through this conflation of two statutes that are directed

1 For example , Judge Nix
that " Society
could not long tolerate a system oflaws which might drag to the
criminal bar every lady who might impale a butterfly, or every man who
might drown a litter of kittens " would likely not be well received today.
(Okla. Crim. App. 1963) 380 P. 2d 278 283.
s statement in

(Lock

v.

Lock

v.

F alkenstine

Falkenstine

2 The Superior Court' s opinion .provides little insight into its reasoning,

but it appears to have adopted the arguments set fort

by the

CVMA on

(Footnote continued on next page

to entirely different purposes and groups of people , the CVMA has

dramatically and improperly enlarged the scope of section 460 far beyond
the limited reach intended by the Legislature.
Moreover , amici wil ilustrate why preemption by the VMP A is not
properly at issue. Because the VMP A occupies the field of licensing

veterinarans , and the challenged ordinance regulates the non-therapeutic
declawing of animals , the State and local laws are not in direct conflct.
Thus , under California s well-setted law of preemption , the Court need
not-and should not-choose between one and the other.

llI.

RESPONDENT CVM WIL NOT BE PREJUDICED BY
ALLOWING AMICI TO FILE A BRIEF
In response to the Request for Extension of Time to File an Amicus

Brief filed by the Humane Society of the United States (" HSUS" ), the

CVM filed an Opposition , in which it argued that HSUS' s Request should
be denied because: (1) the time for filing had already elapsed , and (2) it
would be prejudiced by HSUS' s filing.
The CVMA' s argument regarding the deadline for fiing

is based on,

a fundamental misread of the applicable Rules. To support its argument
the CVMA cites only to CRC 8.

200(c)(1).

(See

Opposition at 1.) First, the

applicable rule is actually CRC 13-Rule 8. 200 does not become effective
until January 1

2007.

(See

htt://ww. courtnfo. ca. gov/jc/documents/

reports/063006Item5. pdf (last visited December 26 , 2006).) Rule 8. 200

(Footnote continued from previous page)

AA 741- 42. ) Given the paucity of analysis
amici believe that their analysis on issues that have not yet been briefed
by the parties , such as the impropriety of importng section 4826( d) of
the VPMA into unrelated section 460 , will provide a unique perspective.
summar judgment.

(See

however, is unchanged ftom Rule 13 , and the cited provision with the 14applies only to amicus curiae briefs filed by the Attorney

, day deadline

General'

s Offce. (See

CRC 13(c)(6) (" The Attorney General may file an

amicus curiae brief without the presiding justice s permission , unless the

brief is submitted on behalf of another state officer or agency. The
Attorney General must serve and file the brief within 14 days after the last
respondent' s brief is filed , and must provide the information required by (2)

and comply with (4). Any

part

may serve and fie an answer withn

14

days after the brief is filed.
In fact

, Rule 13 (and the version that becomes effective on January

2007 , Rule 8. 200) does not contain a fiing deadline for an amicus curiae
brief.

(See

CRC 13. ) The CVMA' s asserton that an amicus must

demonstrate " specific and compelling reasons for the delay" is thus'

misplaced because there is no delay to explain. Moreover , the cited
language is inapplicable because it comes ftom the Rule for fiing

briefs in the Supreme Cour
and new rule 8. 520(f)(2)

, not the Court of Appeal.

(effective January 1

(See

amicus

Rule 29. (t)(2)

2007).) Accordingly, amici'

brief is timely offered for filing.
Finally, CVMA' s argument that it wil

be prejudiced

by such a filing

is inapplicable here. Specifically, unlike the HSUS application , amici are

filing their brief with their application , in accordance with Rule 13(c)(3).
As of the time this document was prepared for filing, oral argument has not
yet been set , and amici are not requesting a delay of the oral argument

3 Moreover,

the CVMA' s citation to CRC 8200(c)(1) to support its 14day deadline "rule " is misplaced , as subsection (c)(I) does not mention
a 14- day deadline. The deadline actually arises in subsection (c)(6).

schedule. Thus , accepting the brief of amici wil

not delay the ultimate

disposition of this matter.

IV.

CONCLUSION
Accordingly, amici respectfully request that this Court grant their

application for leave to file the attached amici curiae brief in support of
appellant , and that the amici have the opportnity to participate in this
important appeal.
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